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Coindrum Expands in Germany at Munich Memmingen Airport  

 

Travel retail innovation Coindrum launched its second German installation by adding Munich 

Memmingen to the recently announced project with Heinemann in Berlin Schönefeld. The self-

service units that turn leftover coins into higher value duty free vouchers have proven themselves as 

a popular passenger service that drives retail spend.  Coindrum grew into eight airports in six 

countries within just a few months, doubling its workforce in the process. Retailers including Dufry, 

Heinemann, Lagardère, IDF and Travel Value & Duty Free are cashing in on an increased number 

of passengers that shop and outspend their voucher values by a factor of 10 at the tills. 

 

The new installation in Munich Memmingen Airport is located right at the entrance of the walk-

through duty free store. With a high proportion of passengers departing the Euro zone, their soon to 

be unusable coins are exchanged for shopping vouchers worth 110% of deposited coin values. 

Andreas Loritz, Head of Non-Aviation comments at the launch ceremony “We welcome the new 

partnership with Coindrum and are delighted to offer our passengers a great new convenience 

service combined with extra value to spend on our product range”. Coindrum’s CEO Lukas Decker 

adds “Airports, passengers and retailers all stand to benefit by the Coindrum solution and our 

growth trajectory is testament to the win-win value proposition we create. Our expansion will 

further accelerate in the coming months.” 

 

Munich Memmingen Airport just announced that it will become a new Ryanair base this fall, which 

is an early present for the airports 10th birthday this June. Ryanair added 17 destinations from the 

airport, a footfall increase that will fuel the impact on retail performance of Coindrum.  

 

The Irish government along with travel sector veterans such as the founders of Ryanair, Hostelworld 

and CarTrawler are amongst the backers of Coindrum. 

 
 



 

 

 

A short explanation video can be viewed on YouTube                                               On the right Andreas Loritz, Head of Non-Aviation, Lukas Decker on the left 

 

 

 

More high resolution pictures can be downloaded here for unrestricted use 

For further information, please contact: +353 89 450 25 94 or info@Coindrum.com 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AuoYDFTSwAI
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/yk6s9u61gb3jbfw/AAClU6n8zxLRdDFSDnP-KW0Sa?dl=0

